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Rob’s Review
Firstly, I wanted to let you know that you are all in my thoughts
as we cope with the many challenges, we are facing in today’s
environment with COVID-19. I am present to the fact that many of
you are facing job loss, business loss and personal crisis with your
loved ones and families and I wish you safe travel to better times when this crisis is
behind us…and it will be…thanks to the many medical gurus who are working
tirelessly behind the scenes and at the “coal face” to find answers.
Masters Squash will regenerate. Of this you can be assured, and our Committee is
working behind the scenes on some initiatives we can implement once we are able
to be up and actively running once again.
Given the cancellation of our monthly Tournaments, State Titles and postponement of the Australian Masters Squash Championships in Adelaide and the
World Masters in Poland, there is also a huge impact for the Centres who host
these and QMSA is hopeful of setting up some initiatives to assist these going
forward.
Due to the hard work of the AMSC Volunteer Team, QMSA is in a good position to
support these planned initiatives. The first initiative that has already been
implemented is that the 2020 Membership Fee has been waived. Those who have
paid can request a refund if they choose, or alternatively, allow it to stand for
2021. The 2021 membership fee will also be addressed going forward.
With the postponement to an indefinite date of our AGM, I urge all our members
to lodge the nomination forms that were attached to last newsletter and this one.
It will assist tremendously to have these nominations in hand in the event our
Committee needs to plan a different AGM.
We do need more members on the Committee, and this may be even more
evident to get Squash Masters up and running once again. The time commitment
is not great, and I know there are many within our Masters family who have great
skills. Some personal benefits to those who volunteer are listed further in the
newsletter.
THE LOAD IS NOT SO GREAT IF THERE ARE MANY TO CARRY IT!
Until such time as the AGM can be held, our existing Committee will act for QMSA.
There are many positives that I see coming from this crisis, so I urge you all to stay
fit and healthy, try to take time in your day to exercise and enjoy the family
interaction that has certainly been stimulated by the “Stay Home” policy.
I look forward to seeing you all back on the court very soon.
Cheers to all
Robyn Prentice
President QMSA
Mobile: 0432 297 984
Email: robyndprentice@gmail.com
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A BIG SHOUT OUT to Craig Stewart, for
his wonderful contribution to the
Queensland Masters

A special THANK
YOU to Lee Conroy
for her continued
photographic input

AGM
The QMSA AGM has been postponed, but please make sure
you nominate for positions on the next Committee

ALICE SPRINGS MASTERS GAMES
www.alicespinrgsmastersgames.com.au

Roses and Champagne for January and February
Important message regarding COVID-19

Planning continues for the Alice Springs Masters Games, which is scheduled to take place from 10-17 October 2020.The welfare of attendees
is paramount, and we will continue to monitor the situation in relation to COVID-19 by following the best public health advice.

Happy Birthday for March:
Philip Gott, Trish Fox, Karen
Ham, Kay Giacomantonio,
Kelvin Buckley, Ann-Maree
Birt, Toni Maxfield, Jake
Markwart

Happy Birthday for April:
Eileen Barnard, Kevin Beatty,
Margery Delaney, Laura
Stranks, David Kelly, Brian
Olsen
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QMSA would like to thank our sponsors for their continued support

The new and improved QMSA website is now launched.
A huge thank you to Sujoy Maitra Exec Director of
Adzguru and his team for assisting QMSA to get the new
site up and running. Check it out soon!

www.qmsa.asn.au
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From the Tournament Director’s Desk
What a strange year we are having. No Squash tournaments since March. So, guess what--- yes, I have been updating our data systems.
As we have just launched our new website, I have now uploaded our first 4 tournament
results for 2020. I have also tidied up the rankings and you will find them on the website see below how to access rankings and tournament results on the new QMSA website.
We are working on some ideas for masters’ tournaments when we return to squash. You
will hear about them in the near future.
I see that some of our Squash Centres are taking the opportunity to do some maintenance in their Centre
so we should have some nice surprises when we return.
Hope you are all keeping active and healthy during this time.
Looking forward to seeing everyone again.

Results – QMSA Website
You can find them by going to the QMSA Website
and you will find ‘Tournaments’ on the top righthand side, hover of this and you will then see ‘Latest
News’ hover on this and you will see ‘2020 Results’.

Rankings – QMSA Website
I have included players primary squash club in
the Rankings. If you find that an update is needed
please ring or email me as I hope to have these
all up to date by the end of May.
You can find the Rankings section by going to the
QMSA Website and you will find ‘Tournaments’
on the top right-hand side, hover of this and you
will then see ‘Rankings’. Rankings will be updated
on the website every 3 months.

World Masters in Poland 2020 - UPDATE
wsfworldmasters2020.com

World Masters Poland 2020 has been postponed until 2021.
Further information will be available shortly – use the link above to keep up to date
The statement on the WSF website reads as follows:
The World Squash Federation Board (WSF) recently met via video conference and took essential
decisions concerning the impact of the current COVID-19 pandemic on the 2020 WSF sporting
calendar.
The WSF Board has decided to postpone the WSF 2020 Masters in Poland and has expressed its
grateful thanks to the Polish National Federation and Hasta La Vista Club for their understanding
and proposal to organise the 2020 Masters in 2021.
Further information with regards to age eligibility will be communicated after consultation by the
Commissions concerned.
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At the AMSA Executive Meeting on Tuesday 15 April, 2020, it was agreed that
Adelaide will host the Championships in 2021 and the updated Tournament
Calendar is as follows for future Championships:
Year
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032

State
South Australia – Adelaide – 11-22 October
New South Wales
Western Australia
Australian Capital Territory
Victoria
Northern Territory
Tasmania
Queensland
South Australia
Western Australia
New South Wales
Australian Capital Territory

Some of Rob’s tips to keep fit while we are not able to play squash. It is really
important we are ready to walk onto a squash court, the minute we can!!
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QMSA NEEDS NEW COMMITTEE MEMBERS
TO ADD THEIR SKILLS AND KICK QMSA INTO 2021
If you, or someone you know, wants to contribute, please lodge the nomination form at the end of this Newsletter.

The 10 most powerful benefits of being a QMSA
Committee Member
•Volunteering is a great way to get 'real life' experiences in many areas of human endeavour.
EXPERIENCE

NETWORKING

SOCIAL
BENEFITS

•Networking is not a skill that is taught and yet it is often the difference between those that make it to the top of
their chosen occupations and those that do not.

•Volunteering offers the opportunity to meet others and extend circles of friendship. Many volunteers have found
their life partners or life long friends through the act of volunteering.

COMMUNITY

•One of the most difficult challenges for those seeking to start in a new community is to set up their support
networks and gain valuable information about their new surroundings. Volunteering, whether it is at the local
sports club or emergency services, offers an avenue for newcomers to feel a part of their new community.

SELF
EXETTEM

•For the majority of us, giving to others makes us feel good about ourselves. Volunteering allows us the
opportunity to help others and along with that comes the sense that we are contributing to the communities in
which we belong.

BALANCE

•Being a volunteer means you are helping others, that you're focused on the welfare of others for no reward apart
from the satisfaction of doing so.

DIRECT
IMPACT

•Many of us work in jobs where we do not see the end results of our actions. Volunteering offers us the
opportunity to directly impact on an organisation through coaching, mentoring or contributing of skills

•The QMSA is dependent on volunteer resources to stay operational.
SURVIVAL

•Without volunteers. the QMSA simply would not exist.
HELPING

ACTIONS

•Sometimes the actions or words of a volunteer could provide the strength to get through the day. Words that can
inspire and provide direction to lost souls and convince them that they have alternatives.
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World Squash Federation – a great read
click on the link

For a full range of squash newsletters, visit
this website squashmedia.com.au

For your copy of the QMSA ‘Forty Years On… A
History of QMSA’ click on this link:
Forty Years On…
If you would like to have a bound copy please contact Debbie
Halpern (deborah.halpern@bigpond.com) and subject to quantities, we can
look at providing copies at a small cost.

A full wrap of the Australian Masters Squash
Championships
Magic Memories
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Memorable Moments — Labrador – Gold Coast

Click for
more photos
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